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ency algorithms is given in [ 11.
An ICA runs on a system consisting of N processors,
one of which is the source. An ICA consists of a broadcast
process and a decision-making process. In the broadcast
process, in a number of communication phases, a message
value is transmitted from the source to a set of destination
processors. In the first communication phase, the source
sends its message value to all other processors. In every
subsequent communication phase, processors relay messages which they received in the previous communication
phase to other processors via so-called communication
links. In the decision-making process, every destination
processor calculates a decision about what the source has
sent on basis of all messages it has received during the
broadcast process. Up to T processors in the system may
behave maliciously, i.e. send conflicting messages to different processors. Regardless which processors are faulty
and which data was sent by the source, the algorithm guarantees interactive consistency, i.e. satisfaction of the socalled interactive consistency conditions [2,3]:
0 The correctprocessors agree on the data they think they
have receivedfiom the source.
Q If the soI*rce is correct, the above-mentioned agreement
equals the data sent by the source.
Several prime parameters that characterize ICAs are the
number of processors, N , the maximum number of faulty
processors, T, for which the ICA still guarantees interactive
consistency, and the number of communication phases K.
Interactive consistency can only be guaranteed by a
deterministic ICA in a synchronous system. The minimal
amount of synchronism needed in a system to guarantee
interactive consistency is investigated in [4]. Synchronous
deterministic non-authenticated ICAs only exist for N 2
3T+l and K 2 T i l , whereas synchronous deterministic
authenticated ICAs have to satisfy N L T+l and K 2 T+1.
Thus far, all deterministic ICAs €ound in the literature
(e.g. in [1,3,5,61) assume that all correct processors start
the algorithm simultaneously. Without this assumption,
interactwe consistency can not be guaranteed with existing
ICAs.
However, in general, the correct processors do not a pri-

Abstract
In order to make a dependable distributed computer
system resilient to arbihary failures of its processors,
deterministic interactive consistency algorithms (ICAs)are
required. Thus far, in order to guarantee interactive consistency, all lCAs found in the literature require that all
correct processors in the system start the algorithm simultaneously. In a distributed system, it is hard to satisfi this
requirement. Therefore, in this papeG we describe a new
class of self-synchronizing ICAs that guuranzee interactive
consistency without the above-mentioned requirement.

A dependable distributed computer system can be made
resilient to arbitrary failures of one or more of its processors, by ensuring that every system service is provided by a
set of replicated tasks running on different processors.
However, malfunctioning client machines that communicate with such a fault-tolerant system service may produce
broadcast errors (i.e. send conflicting information to the
different replicas of the system service), as a result of
which inconsistency between the replicas of the system
service may occur. This may lead to a system breakdown,
even if the system does not contain more faulty processors
than it is designed Po tolerate.
In order to avoid inconsistency between the correct replicas of the system service, it must be ensured that the correct replicas agree on any information sent to them by
clients. In the presence of arbitrarily faulty (or malicious)
processors, this is achieved by having every correct replica
communicate every input value received from a client with
every other replica in the service by means of a so-called
interactive consistency algorithm (or Byzantine Generals
algorithm), which will be defined below. In such an interactive consistency algorithm (or ICA for short), the correct
replica that wants to communicate an input value from a
client represents the source that communicates a value to a
set of destination processors, being the other repIicas in
the service. An extensive overview of interactive consist-
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on know the start of an ICA. This problem can be solved
by having all correct processors agree on some point in
time at which the ICA is started.
In a distributed system, agreeing on a common point in
time is a difficult problem. Since every processor has its
own local processor clock, processors do not have a common notion of time. In practice, as stated in [3], no two
processor clocks run at exactly the same rate, as a result of
which the clocks will drift away from each other. Several
fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms exist (see
[7] for an overview), by means of which the processor
clocks can be synchronized within certain bounds. Unfortunately, in practice, the difference in synchronization
between any two processor clocks will clever be zero. This
makes it hard to have all correct processors agree on a
common point in time.
The problem can be solved by a Distributed Firing
Squad (DFS) algorithm [8]. A DFS-algorithm runs on a
system of N processors, up to T of which may behave maliciously, and has the following two properties:
L l If any correct processor receives a message to start a
DFS-synchronization, then at some future time all correct processors will ‘@-e”(i.e. enter a special state).
c! The correct processors all$re simultaneously.
However, in order to function correctly in the presence
of up to T arbitrarily faulty processors, a DFS-algorithm
requires that the clocks of all correct processors run at the
same rate, and that message delivery times between either
two correct or two faulty processors are fixed.
In practice, as stated in [3], no two processor clocks run
at exactly the same rate. Furthermore, in a distributed system, there will always be some uncertainty in message
delivery times. The degree of synchronism required in a
DFS-algorithm can therefore only be realized in tightlycoupled systems with a centralized clock.
A distributed system can better be modelled as a quasiQ S Y I Z C ~ ~ ~ Osystem,
US
i.e. a system with the following
properties:
1. The amount by which the processor clock of any correct processor drifts from real-time, is bounded by a
factor (l+p). Such clocks are called (>bounded clocks
[9]. Processor clocks of faulty processors may run at
arbhary rates.
2. Furthermore, there exist a real-time upper and lower
bound (7- resp. zmiJ on the time needed to communicate a message from a correct processor to another
processor in the system.
In this paper, we define a new class off self-synchronizing ICAs that guarantee interactive consistency in a quasiasynchronous system without the assumption that all correct processors start the algorithm simultaneously. The
required deBee of al,oorithm synchronizationbetween correct processors is acquired by execution of the algorithm

itself. We define the so-called ICA requirements, i.e. the
requirements that are sufficient for an ICA to guarantee
interactive consistency, and we prove that our algorithms
satisfy the ICA requirements. Finally, we describe how
existing authenticated deterministic ICAs found in the literature (e.g. in [1,3,5,6]) can be adapted to satisfy the ICA
requirements in a quasi-asynchronous system.

2. An existing authenticated ICA
Lamport et al. were the first to formulate the interactive
consistency problem [Z] and some ICAs for fully-connected synchronous systems to solve the problem [3].
Since then, a lot of more efficient (though more difficult)
solutions to the problem have appeared, most of them,
however, being based on the ICAs formulated in [3].
Fulfilling the interactive consistency conditions seems
deceptively simple. What makes the ICAs so difficult, is
the faulty processors’ ability to behave maliciously. The
problem becomes easier to solve if this ability can be
resmcted. One way to do this is to allow the processors to
sign each message they relay with an unforgeable signature. An ICA that uses this method is called an authenticated ICA. We assume that a correct processor’s signature
can not be forged, and any alteration of the contents of its
signed messages can be detected. No assumptions are made
about a faulty processor’s signature. In particular, we allow
a faulty processor’s signature to be forged by another faulty
processor, thereby permitting coZlusion among the faulty
processors [3].
The algorithm SM(T ) (SM for ‘Signed Messages’) in
[3] and presented below is an example of an authenticated
ICA. Our self-synchronizing ICAs will be based on the
SM-algorithm. The broadcast process of the SM-algorithm
consists of T+l communication phases. In the SM-algorithm, the following notations are used. With xi,we deno-e
the value x signed by processor i. Thus, v:j:i denotes the
value v signed by j , and then that value v:j signed by i.
Processor 0 is the source. Each processor i maintains a set
V,, containing the set of properly signed messages obtained
thus far. In [3], the algorithm is defined as follows:

Algorithm SM(T ), T > 0
Initially,for each i, = 0.
The source signs and sends its value to every proc(I)
essor in the system.
(2)
For each i:
(a) If processor i receives a message of the
form v:O f.om the source and it has not
received a message before, then:
( I ) it lets V, equal {v)
(2) it signs and sends the message v:O:i

evely other processor.
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and authenticated path mformation.

If processor i receives a message of the
form v:O:jI-..jk, and v is not in the sef vi,
then
( I ) it adds v to Vi
( 2 ) if k c: m, then it signs and sends the
message v:O:jl:...:jLi to evesy processor
other than j , .. j k
For each i:
When processor i will receive no more messages,
it decides choice(y) (where choice is a fmction
on the values in Vi.)

(b)

4. Definitions and ICA requirements
In this section, we first give some definitions. Then, we formulate the so-called ZCA requirements, i.e. the requirements that are sufficient for an authenticated ICA lo
guarantee interactive consistency.

~

(3)

4.1. Definitions
In the paper, we use the following definitions:
An ICA is a distributed algorithm, running on difD1.
ferent processors. We will refer to the algorithm as
a whole as the ICA, and to any sub-algorithm of
the ICA running on a certain processor p as the
sub-EA of processor p.
A path-correct message is a message with correct
D2.
path information. Correct path information should
describe a validpath. i.e. a path of length less than
or equal to T+2 in which every processor appears
at most once, and the sender and receiver of the
message are the last two processors in the path.
A path-faulty message is a message with mutiD3.
lated path information, or path information
describing an invalid path.
A correct message is a correctly authenticated and
D4.
path-correct message.
A faulty message is an incorrectly authenticated
D5.
or path-faulty message.
A message m is received in time in a correct procD6.
essor c if it arrives in c in phase i (12 i I T+ 1) of
c’s sub-ICA, and the path information of m
describes a path containing at least i t 1 processors.
A message m is received too &e in a correct procD7.
essor c if it arrives in c after c has concluded phase
i (1 I i I T+1) of its sub-ICA, and the path information of m describes a path containing at most
i+ 1 processors.
D8. A message m, sent directly from the source to a
processor d is sent in time, if, after the source
s m e d the ICA (by sending the first message of
the ICA), m arrives in d within a real-time interval
of length between zmZ,and 7- Similarly, a message m, relayed by a processorj in communication
phase i of its sub-ICA to another processor k is
sent in time if m arrives in k within a real-time
interval of length between tmin
and zm after
processor j concluded communication phase i of
its sub-ICA.

The SM algorithm is based on the assumption that for
every correct message m received by a correct processor c,
c knows the path (i.e. the sequence of processors) along
which message m travelled from the source to c. This socalled path knowledge assumption is needed in the broadcast process, to allow a correct processor to determine for
any received correct message m the set of processors that
did not yet receive m, and to relay m to these processors.
This assumption is also generally used in other ICAs.
In a quasi-asynchronous system, the path knowledge
assumption does not automatically hold. In this case, in
order to get to know the path along which a message travelled, we should include so-called path information (i.e.
information describing the path along which the message
navelled from the source to the current processor) in each
message.
Of course, malicious processors may try to undetectably
corrupt the path information of messages they relay. By
having every correct processor sign the path infoxmation of
each message, the effects of comption of this authenticated path infomation by malicious processors can be
drastically restricted. Because the signatures of correct
processors can not be undetectably forged by malicious
processors, it is possible to deduce from the authenticated
path information of a correct message m the set of correct
processors that already received m.
For the correctness of our authenticated self-synchronizing ICAs, it is required that every correct processor c
knows at least, €or every correct message m that c receives,
the set of correct processors along which m travelled from
the source to c. Furthermore, it must be able to group any
correct message m according to a (correct or faulty)
description of the path along which m travelled to c. These
two demands are satisfied by including the abovedescribed authenticated path information in each message.
In the following, we assume that every correct message
consists of two parts: the message value, i.e. the infonnation that the sender of the message wanted to communicate,

4.2. The ICA requirements

For the message system in the SM algorithm in 131, it is
assumed that the following requirements are fulfilled:
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MRI.

Any correct message which is sent directly from
the source s to a processor c arrives in communication phase 1 of the ICA in pIocessor c
MR2. Any correct message which is sent in communication phase i of the ICA from a processor p to a
processor q, arrives in communication phase i+l
of the ICA in processor q.
MR3. The absence of messages can be detected.
MR4. For every correct message m received by a correct
processor c, c knows the patti along which message m travelled from the source to c.
In a synchronous system, where all processors start the
protocol simultaneously, these assumptions can be easily
satisfied. The communication phases may be synchronized
in such a system, i.e. each communication phase begins
and ends simultaneously in each processor (either correct
or faulty). For this reason, in the requirements above, it is
justified to speak of communication phase i of the ICA,
without specifying in which processor it takes place, since
the definition of communication phase i is equal for all
processors.
In our self-synchronizing ICAs, processors do not a priori know when an ICA starts. Therefore, we can not guarantee that each communication phase begins and ends
simultaneously in each processor. All processors may start
and end any communication phase i at different times.
Therefore, for every i and every pair o€correct processors
p and q, we clearly distinguish between communication
phase i in processor p and communication phase i in q.
Since clocks of faulty processors may nun at arbitrary rates,
we do not pose any requirement on the length or the presence of communication phases in faulty processors.
We will now formulate the ZCA requirements, i.e. the
requirements which are sufficient for an authenticated ICA
to guarantee interactive consistency iii a quasi-asynchronous system:
R1.
Any correct message which is sent directly from
the source s to a correct processor c, and which is
sent in time by s to c, arrives in communication
phase 1 of c’s sub-ICA in processor c
R2. Any correct message which i!; sent by a correct
processor p in communication phase i from p’s subICA to a correct processor q, arrives in processor q
in or before communication phase i+l of q’s subICA.
R3.
In every correct processor c, every communication
phase of c’s sub-ICA has an a priori known length.
R4.
For every correct message m received by a correct
processor c, c knows the path information of message m.
In Section 5 , we will present our authenticated self-synchronizing ICAs, and prove that these ICAs satisfy the ICA
requirements. We know that by satisfaction of the require-

ments h4R1 through MR4 interactive consistency can be
Although the ICA requirements are slightly
the requirements MR1 through MR4 stated
above, we now show that interactive consistency can also
be guaranteed by an authenticated ICA, if it satisfies the
ICA requirements (instead of the requirements MRi
through MR4). The main difference between the requirements MRl through MR4 and the ICA requirements is that
in the latter, messages may be delivered out of order (see
R2), and any correct processor c only knows the path information of a correct message instead of the path along
which it was sent from the source to c. However, we
already discussed that knowing the path information is sufficient to group the messages in the decision-making process and to determine the set of correct processors that did
not yet receive the message. So, interactive consistency can
be guaranteed by an authenticated ICA, if this ICA satisfies
the ICA requirements.

5. A description of an authenticated self-synchronizing ICA
In this section, we describe the general idea of an
authenticated self-synchronizing ICA. In Section 6, we
give an overview of all required assumptions. In Section 7,
we prove that the ICA described below satisfies the ICA
requirements formulated above.
An authenticated self-synchronizing ICA can be
described as follows:
1.

The source s signs and sends a message to every
processor i in the system.

For each processor i:
2.
Ifprocessor i timely receives a correct message m,
and it has not received a message with path information describing the same path before, i accepts
m. Ifm is the first correct message that i receives, i
starts the jrst communication phase of its subICA at receipt of m.Processor i now calculates at
which clock values of its processor clock each of
the T+I communication phases of its sub-ICA
ends. (Processor i is able to do this, because i
knows a priori the length of every communication
phase of its sub-ICA).
3.
If i receives a faulty message, a correct message
that is too late or a correct message with path
information describing a path that is identical to a
path described in path information of a message
that i received before, i will reject the message.
4.
I f i accepted m, and the path information of m
describes a valid path with less than T+2 processors, for every processor j that is not in the path
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5.

information, i signs message m and i relays m to j ,
at the end of the communication phase (ofi’s subICA) in which i received n.
After the broadcast process of its sub-ICA has
ended, i decides on basis of the message values of
the messages it has accepted.

.Assumptions

A8 -

A9.

r self-synchronizing ICAs

A10.

The required assumptions are:
There exist fixed known upper and lower bounds
Al.
(z- and z,,, respectively) on the time required to
communicate a message from one correct processor to another processor in the system.
For any processor c and any real lime t, let c(t)be
A2.
the value of c’s clock at time t. Then, for any correct processor c in the system, and any two points
tl and t2 in real-time ,we assume that there exists a
p 2 0 (known by all correct processors), such that:

A3.

A4.

A5.

A6.

A12.

A13.

Thus, we assume that the processor clocks of correct processors are p-bounded. Notice that the
clock value c(t) of a correct processor’s clock may
deviate arbitrarily from real-time r.
A processor may concurrently execute different
ICAs. We assume that messages of different ICAs
can be distinguished, such that every correct processor can determine when it receives the first correct message of a new ICA.
If the source is correct, in every destination processor d, a correct message from the source arrives in
d within a real-time interval of length between zmin
and zm after the source started the ICA.
In every correct processor c, the first communication phase of C’S sub-ICA starts as soon as c
receives the first correct message m of this ICA.
Message m is either a message from the source sent
directly to c, or a message from the source sent to c
via a number of intermediate processors.
Every processor in the system may have a different
view of time and of the start and end of communication phases in the ICA. For all i with 1 <_ i <_ T+1,
for any correct processor p . let L be the length of
communication phase i, a s viewed from p . Then:
LI =
”in ).(I+P)

ma

L 2 =,~,([

A14.

Assume an authenticated detemmistic ICA is performed in a fully-connected quasi-asynchronous system S
consisting of N processors (including a source s) of which
at most T processors behave maliciously. System s satisfies
assumptions A1 through A14. We prove that, in S, the ICA
requirements are implied by assumptions AI through A14
Since, by A6, every correct processor knows a priori the
length of each communication phase of its own sub-ICA,
requirement R3 is satisfied. Requirement R4 can be satislied by including authenticated path information in every
correct message (A14). Furthermore, in Theorem 1, we
prove that all correct messages sent directly from the
source s to a correct processor c, which are sent in t h e by
s, are accepted by c (requirement Rl). In Theorem 2, we
prove that any correct message m which is timely received
and accepted by a correct processor p in communication
phase i (1 <: i I r ) of p ‘s sub-ICA and which is relayed to a
correct processor q, arrives in processor q in or before communication phase i+l of q ‘s sub-ICA (requirement R2).
Finally, in Theorem 3, we prove that any correct message
accepted in a correct processor during an ICA, is timely
received and accepted in all correct processors before the
end of this ICA.

~

- ~,in).(l+-P) 3 + 2~--(l+P>l

v i E 13, T+II : L

AI.

AIl.

assumption is justified by the fact that we can
model a link failure as a failure of one of its adjacent processors 171.
A correct processor rejects all faulty messages it
receives.
Correct messages received in time in a correct
processor c are accepted by c.
Correct messages received too late in a correct
processor c are rejected by c.
Any correct message that is timely received by a
correct processor is accepted and relayed at the end
of the communication phase in which it was
received.
Any correct message m that is timely received by a
correct processor is relayed to all processors that
are not in the path mformation of m. This implies
that m is sent to all correct processors that did not
yet receive it.
No assumptions are made about the behaviour of
faulty processors. They may send arbitrary messages at arbitrary times, or refuse to relay received
messages. Their processor clocks may run at arbitrary rates. Furthemore, faulty processors may collude, i.e. they may use each other’s signature to
sign messages.
We assume that every correct message m contains
CI
authenticated path mformation.

=

.(~+p>~
We assume that the processors communicate by
means of a reliable point-to-point communication
network with perfect communication links. This
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LEMMA 1.1
If a correct processor c receives the first correct message
m of an ICA with path information describing a path of n
processors, c knows that the ICA has been going on for at
least zmir
Proof:
Assume a correct processor c receives the first correct
message m of an ICA with path information describing a
path of n processors. Then, c knows that the ICA has been
going on for at least zmin. Although it is very well possible
that the ICA is going on for a longer time, c can by no
means conclude that. For this reason, sit receipt of the first
correct message of an ICA, any correct processor should
always start its sub-ICA in thefirst communication phase,
in order to be sure that it accepts all messages that may be
in time.
(Notice that it is not necessary to require that all correct
messages that are accepted were indeed sent in time. Only
if the source is faulty, acceptance of a correct message that
is not sent in time may infiuence the decisions taken in the
correct processors. However, in this case, by Theorem 3,
the decisions in correct processors will still be equal, thus,
the interactive consistency conditions are still satisfied.)
We will show that for any n (2 I n 5; T+1)there always
exists a situation in which the ICA has only been going on
for zmjnat the moment that c receives i i message with path
information containing n processors.
For n-2, this can easily be seen. In this case, message m
was sent directly from the source to c. Any message from a
correct source may arrive zd, after the source started the
ICA (by A4). For 3 I n I T+1, this lower bound zmj, is
reached, if there is collusion between faulty processors.
Then, a faulty processor may sign m with the signatures of
n faulty processors (starting with the signature of the
source), and send it to c within a minixrium real-time intera
val of 1en-d zmi,. This proves Lemma I. 1.
THEOREM 1
AA1 correct messages sent directly from the source s to a
correct processor c, which are sent in time by s to c are
accepted by c.
Proof:
We. prove the equivalent theorem:
AI1 correct messages sent directly from the source s to a
correct processor c, which are rejected by c, can not have
been sent in time by s.
Assume a correct processor c receives the first correct
message m of an ICA with path infomation containing n
processors. Then, c knows that an ICA has been going on
for at least zmi, (by Lemma 1.1).
Now, we distinguish between two cases and show that
in both cases the theorem holds.

If n = 2 (i.e. m is sent directly from s to c) then, m
arrives in c in communication phase 1 of c 's sub-ICA and
rmation of m describes a path containing 2
processors. Thus, m has arrived in time in c, and, by A9, m
is accepted by c.
If n > 2 (i.e. m is not sent directly from s to c, or s is
faulty), then c 's first communicationphase has a remaining
length of (z- - zmin ).(l+p). Any correct message m ',
sent from s directly to c, and arriving within (7- -,,,z ) .
(1+p) after m,arrives in c in communication phase 1 of c 's
sub-ICA and the path information of m ' describes a path
containing 2 processors. Thus, m ' has arrived in time in c
and, by A9, it is accepted by c. Any correct message m ",
sent from s directly to c and arriving in c more than (z- tmln
).(l+p) after m,arrives after c has concluded communication phase 1 of its sub-ICA and the path information of
m " contains 2 processors. Thus, m " is received too late
and, by A10, m " is rejected by c. However, c is sure that
m " arrives more than zmar after m was sent by s (even if c's
clock runs a factor (l+p) faster than real-time, then, after
receipt of m,a real-time interval of at least 7- - T,~, has
elapsed), and thus, m " can not have been sent in time by s.
So, any correct message that is rejected by c can not
have been sent in time by s. This proves Theorem 1.
D
LEMMA 2.1
Once a correct processor p has concluded the first communication phase of its sub-ICA, then, within a real-time
interval of (7- -, , ,z ).(l+p) 2 + 7-,
all other correct

processors have also concluded the first communication
phase of their sub-ICA.

Proof:
Assume a correct processor p receives the first correct
message m of an ICA. From A1 1, we may conclude that all
correct processors that already received m before p
received it, have already concluded the first communication phase of their sub-ICA. Processor p sends m to the
other correct processors that did not yet receive m, at the
end of p's first communication phase (by AI 1 and A12). In
real-time, m arrives in any correct processor c at or before
, , z after p sent it.
If for any correct processor c, m is the first correct message that c receives, then, viewed from c, c 's first communication phase has a remaining length of (z--zmin ).( l+p).
Since c 's processor clock may run up to a factor of (1+p)
slower than real-time, in real-time, c's first communication
phase may take up to a factor (l+p) longer to complete.
Thus, in real-time, c's first communication phase has a
remaining length less than or equal to (z- - zmln).(l+p)*.
If for this correct processor c, m is not the first correct
message that c receives, then it must have received the first
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correct message m' at or before the moment it received m.
Assume that m ' is has path information describing a path
containing n ' processors. Then, at receipt of m ', viewed
from c, c 's first communication phase has a remaining
Iength of (T"
- zmmm).(l+p). Since c's processor clock
may run up to a factor of (l+p) slower than real-time, in
real-time, c's first communication phase may take up to a
factor (I+p) longer to complete. Since m ' arrives in p at or
before the moment that m anives in p , at receipt of m, in
real-time, c's first communication phase has a remaining
,,~ ).(l+p) 2 .
length less than or equal to ( T - z
In both cases, for any correct processor c, the first correct message is received at or before zm after p concluded
the first communication phase of its sub-ICA. Furthennore,
in real-time, for any correct processor c, at receipt of a
message from p , the remaining length of the first c o m u n i cation phase of c is less than or equal to (T- zmn )(1-1-p)~.n u s , in real-time, within a time span of (T-

-

1+p) 2 -t,,z

after p has concluded its first communication phase, all other correct processors have also concluded the first communication phase of their sub-ICA. Cl
T,,,).(

LEMMA2.2
After communication phase i (1 5 i -< T), in real-time, all
correct processors are synchronized within a red-time
bound Of (Li + l / (l+p)) - T=
Proof:
We will prove this lemma by induction on i.
Basis i =I
From Lemma 2.1 we know that after communication
phase 1, all correct processors have been synchronized
within a real-time bound of (I&- - zmi,)-(l+p)2 +,,z ,
which is equal to (L / (1 +p)) - TInduction step (i > I )
We assume that Lemma 2.2 holds for j = i - 1. Thus, the
induction hypothesis is:
Ajier communication phase i - l ( 2 I i 5 T), in real-time,
all correct processors are synchronized within a real-time
bound o f ( L / (Itp)) - TNow, we prove that Lemma 2.2 also holds f o r j = i.
Notice that the maximal real-time difference in synchronization occurs between a correct processor s which runs a
factor (i+p) slower than real-time and a correct processorf
which runs a factor ( l t p ) faster than real-time.
For all i with 1 S i I T+1 and any processor p , let L ,(p)
be the real-time length of communication phase i in p . For
a correct processor s, which runs a factor (l+p) slower than
real-time, the real-time len,oth of communication phase i in
s is L i (s) = L I .(l+p). For a correct processorf, which runs
a factor (li-p) faster than real-time, the real-time length of

communication phase i in f is L (R= L /(l+p) . So the
real-time dserence b. synchronization may increase by zin
From the inducamount less than or equal to L (s) - L 0.
tion hypothesis, we know that the real-time difference after
communication phase i-1 was less than or equal to ( L /
After com(1+p)) - ,T,
, which is equal to L (i) munication phase i, the maximal real-time difference in
synchronization is ( L i (R - -cm ) + (L (s) - L 0)
= L (s)
- T-, which is equal to L .(l+p)- zmax Since, by A7, for i
~

> 1,L 2+ = L -(~ + p ,)the
~ maximal real-time difference in
synchronization after communication phase i is equal to
Q
(L / (1 +p)) - zw This proves Lemma 2.2.

Any correct message m which is timely received and
accepted by a correct processor p in communication phase i
(1 5 i I
r ) of p 's sub-ICA and which is relayed to a correct
processor q, arrives in processor q 111 or before communication phase i+l of q 's sub-ICA.
pfoof:
Assume we have two correct processors p and q.
Assume furthermore that p receives in communication
phase i of its sub-ICA (1 5 i 5. TJ a correct message m.
Assume that q did not yet receive m (This is possible, since
m may have travelled via faulty processors only). Then, at
the end of communication phase i of p 's sub-ICA, at a certain time t,p relays m to q. Then, m arrives in q at or before
t + T--

According to lemma 2.2, at the end of communication
phase i (1 Ii 5 T), all correct processors are synchronized
within a real-time bound B, with B = ( L i+l / (l+p)) - T Since p concludes communication phase i of its sub-ICA at
time t, we may conclude that the earliest time at which q
concludes communication phase i of its sub-ICA is at realtime t - B. We must prove that m always anives in q in or
before communication phase i+l of q 's sub-ICA. Processor q concludes communication phase i+l of its sub-ICA at
or after t + L
( 4 ) -B. From A6, we know that, viewed
from q, communication phase i+l has a length of L i+l. In
real-time, this communication phase may be up to a factor
(l+p) longer or shorter, depending on whether q's processor clock runs slower or faster than real-time. Thus, in realtime, the minimum length of communication phase i+l for
q is L l+l(q) = (L1+1 / (l+p)). Processor q concludes communication phase i+l of its sub-ICA at or after t +L 1+1 (4) B, which is equal to t+~"
Thus, m always arrives in q in or before communication
phase i t 1 of q 's sub-ICA.
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THEOREM 3

requirements in a quasi-asynchronous system, are:
A correct processor rejects all faulty messages it
1.
receives.
Correct messages are accepted by a correct proces2.
sor, provided they arrive in time in that processor,
otherwise they are rejected.
In every correct message m, authenticated path
3.
information is included, describing the path along
which m has travelled from the source to the processor that receives m.
4.
Any message m that is accepted by a correct processor c is relayed to all processors that are not in
M ’ S path information, at the end of the communication phase in which m arrives in c.

Any correct message accepted in ti correct processor
during an ICA, is timely received and accepted in all correct processors before the end of this ICA.

’

ProoE
By A9 and A10, correct messages are only accepted in a
correct processor, if they arrive in time in that processor.
Assume that a correct message m is h e l y received in a
correct processor c during an ICA. Then we must prove
that m is timely received in every correct processor before
the end of the ICA.
Message m is received in processor c in a certain communication phase i of c ‘s sub-ICA, with 1 Ii 5 T’1. We
distinguish between two cases:
Case1:lSiST
Let d be a correct processor in the system (d z c). We
must prove that m is timely received in d. If d is in the path
information of m, then d has already timely received and
accepted m. If d is not in the path information of m, then at
the end of communication phase i of c ‘s sub-ICA, c will
relay m to d (by A12). Then, from Theorem 2, we know
that m anives in din or before communicationphase i+l of
d ‘s sub-ICA. Since c is correct and m is timely received in
c, and i IT, m will also be timely received and accepted in
d. Thus, m is always timely received in d.
Case 2: i = T + 1
We must prove that any correct message m timely
received in communication phase T+1 of c ‘s sub-ICA,
must already have been timely received and accepted in all
other correct processors. If the source is correct, then m is
timely received and accepted by all correct processors in
the fmt communication phase of their sub-ICA. Assume
that the source is faulty. Message m must have path information containing at least T+2 processors (including the
source). Since at most T of these processors are faulty, m
must have been accepted and relayed b y at least one correct
processor d. This processor d must have timely received
message m before phase T+I of its sub-ICA. Thus, for a
certain j , with 1 5 j 5 T, d has timely received and accepted
m in communication phase j of its sub-ICA. From A12 and
Theorem 2, we know that all correct processors must have
timely received and accepted message m at or before communication phase j + 1 of their sub-ICA. Sincej 5 7’,all correct processors have timely received and accepted message
m at or before communication phase T+1 of their sub-ICA.
Thus, any correct message accepted in a correct processor during an ICA, is timely received and accepted in all
correct processors before the end of this ICA.
3

9. Conclusion
Most ICAs are based on the assumption that all correct
processors start the algorithm simultaneously. It is hard to
satisfy this assumption in a distributed system. In this
paper, we have described a new class of self-synchronizing
ICAs that guarantee interactive consistency without the
above-mentioned assumption.
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8. Adapting existing ICAs
The adaptations that must be made to existing authenticated deterministic ICAs such that they satisfy the ICA
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